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Section a. State-of-the-art and objectives
a.1 Objectives
A decade of deep learning ([1]) has led to enormous progress in domains such a computer vision and natural
language processing. Modern artificial neural networks successfully tackle difficult challenges such as image
classification ([2, 3]) and machine translation ([4, 5]). As deep neural networks (DNNs) become better at
specialized tasks, the natural next frontier is to use them together to address more complex challenges.
Currently, this is achieved by manually combining specialized DNNs into complex architectures. For
example, impressive results in visual question answering, the task of answering questions about visual
scenes, have been achieved by architectures that combine convolutional networks for visual processing and
recurrent networks for language processing ([6]). Moving forward, the manual approach will not scale up. In
a not-too-distant future, specialized DNNs will likely be deployed as black boxes on various devices and
appliances. To leverage their different abilities in user-specific applications, we need automated ways to
make them share information, without requiring a machine learning expert to design a new interface protocol
from scratch each time.
ALiEN takes natural language as a blueprint for a general DNN interface protocol. The main idea is to wrap
a light set of communication layers around existing out-of-the-box DNNs. DNNs are then encouraged
through appropriate training methods to use these layers to evolve an information sharing code. Unlike adhoc interfaces, the emergent “language” is optimized for its ease of learning by a large set of DNNs with
different architectures, different pre-trained parameters and different functionalities. Once an interface
language has evolved in a large community of DNNs, it will be possible to directly teach it to other DNNs in
a supervised way, moving towards the ultimate goal of a universal DNN language. Unlike traditional
manually coded interface protocols ([7]), ALiEN languages autonomously emerge when DNNs are trained to
solve a cooperative task. They should thus be more flexible and scalable, for the same general reasons for
which learning-based models tend to outperform hand-crafted systems ([8]): it is difficult to predict and
hard-code everything that DNNs will encounter in the noisy, changing world in which they are deployed.
Ultimately, a fully functional protocol, just like human language, should be usable for a virtually infinite
number of purposes. However, we must start from somewhere, and I think it would be a mistake to pursue a
full-fledged, multi-functional communication code from the very start. Indeed, if we look at humans on both
the phylogenetic and the ontogenetic scale, their language does not emerge all at once fully formed. Most
researchers conjecture that, as a species, we went through a long phase in which our communication protocol
consisted of a limited set of constructions with reduced functionality ([9-12]). Similarly, children pass
through systematic stages in which they communicate by reduced means, such as the one-word and twoword phases ([13, 14]). Children and (presumably) our ancestors still manage(d) to get lots of things done
with their proto-languages. In a similar spirit, I want to develop a DNN proto-language, limited in its
capabilities, but possessing some crucial properties that make it useful. In particular, I will focus on two
aspects: the ability to refer to objects in the perceptual surroundings of the DNNs, and ease of transmission
across a varied set of DNNs.
Let’s start with reference. Given its usefulness (e.g., to signal nearby dangers), reference to concrete objects
plays a central role in the communication code of other primates ([15-17]). Similarly, object naming is
central to child language ([18: ch. 4]). Referential nouns are also at the core of impoverished human
communication systems, such as pidgins ([19: ch. 5]). It is hard to think of applications of DNN
communication that do not require the ability to signal the things agents need to communicate about. Simple
reference is of use on its own in various practical scenarios (such as the use cases I study in ALiEN). It is
moreover a core building block for more ambitious applications. For example, if we want DNNs to give each
other navigation instructions, we must first endow them with the ability to refer to landmarks along the
navigation paths. For reference to be maximally useful, it should be open-ended, in the sense that DNNs are
not constrained to communicate about things they’ve been exposed to in the language emergence phase (we
cannot a priori foresee a closed set of things DNNs might need to refer to in the real world, except in very
specialized applications,). Open-ended reference requires the ability to generalize to unseen object classes,
still an open challenge in object classification ([20]). As I discuss in the WP1 outline below, I expect
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discriminative training in referential games, not being tied to a fixed set of class labels, to lead to languages
that pick up granular attributes of objects, thus supporting seamless extension to new class reference.
Ease of transmission is equally important. Unlike an ad-hoc interface between two or more DNNs, an
ALiEN protocol should be a relatively stable representation that can be easily acquired by many different
DNNs (just like large communities of humans converge on mutually-intelligible communication codes, such
as the English language). I will first develop language emergence methods such that a language evolved with
them has the following property: When a DNN joins a new community (e.g., a new smart appliance enters a
household), it can acquire the language of that community (the protocol of existing appliances) much faster
than if it had to build an interface to its new community from scratch. The core insight here is that, just like
for humans ([21]), the more diverse the environment DNNs are exposed to during training is, in particular in
terms of number of DNNs that are co-trained, the more general the languages they develop will be. A
language that is more general in this sense should also be easier to pick up by a new DNN. Even better,
varied training in terms of both inputs and DNN community size should lead to the emergence of languages
that are not only easier to transmit (preliminary evidence in [22, 23]), but also “well-behaved” in other ways,
for example: more accurate, interpretable, compositional (preliminary evidence in [23-25]). Further
preliminary support for this claim comes from a recent pilot study in which we studied the effect of
community-based training on learning, generalization and interpretability. The study adopted a symbolicinput version of the classic referential game (see WP1 below). We found that training a whole community of
DNN agents together, instead of just a pair of agents, led to faster convergence, better generalization to
unseen inputs and a more compositionally transparent protocol. The results were even stronger if further
variety was added by letting different agents also engage in slightly different tasks. Thus, training a large
and varied set of agents together seems to lead to emergent languages that are both easier to learn and more
transparent and expressive. The converse also holds. In a recent experiment, we showed that languages that
chanced upon the desirable property of compositionality were also significantly easier to learn by new
agents, even when the latter were DNNs with different architectures with respect to the ones that initially
evolved the compositional languages ([26]). The goals of large-scale reference and ease of transmission are
thus not disconnected: those protocols that are better from a “linguistic” perspective (and thus better in terms
of referential accuracy and generalization) are also easier to transmit. Conversely, easy-to-transmit codes
also feature other linguistically desirable properties. Input and agent variety is key to the evolution of such
well-behaved protocols. Note that communication protocols emerge in virtually all animal species under
evolutionary pressures not unlike those simulated in ALiEN ([15]). There is no reason why DNNs should
behave differently from natural species in this respect.
Summarizing, ALiEN has first and foremost the objective to develop a general methodology to let DNNs
evolve a communication protocol with two fundamental characteristics: 1) open-ended reference: the
ability to refer to things in the perceptual environment of the DNNs, independently of whether they have
been observed before; 2) model-agnostic communication protocol sharing: the protocol can be used by
standard DNN models without deep alterations to their inner makeup, and it is optimized for fast acquisition
by DNNs that are added to a set of co-trained systems. These objectives will be first pursued in tightly
controlled experiments focusing on generalization to new referents and across DNN agents. Having
demonstrated the feasibility of the approach in this setup, I will work out concrete use cases of language
emergence applied to 1) state-of-the-art pre-trained DNNs (showing how to add a communication layer to
real-life out-of-the-box DNN models) and 2) a (simplified) home automation scenario (to demonstrate the
usefulness of the emergent protocol in a realistic problem). ALiEN will thus lay the basis for a new approach
to tackling complex tasks with DNNs, emphasizing fast interfacing of specialized models through emergent
languages. The technology will be applicable nearly as-is in scenarios in which the protocol only needs to
support referential information exchange (e.g., information retrieval applications). It will moreover lay the
fundamental groundwork for a next generation of emergent languages that are beyond my current scope
(e.g., languages supporting navigation instructions over an extended time span).
The other objective of ALiEN is to systematically characterize the properties of emergent DNN
languages. As I want to re-focus the field form ad-hoc interfaces to transferable protocols, general tools to
understand such protocols are of fundamental importance. First, if things don’t work as expected, we need to
decode what DNNs are communicating about (if they are communicating at all: cf. [27]). Moreover, we
should find out which protocol properties are good predictors of desirable features, such as the ability to
generalize to new objects and agents. In this way, we can design training methods that favor the emergence
of such properties, or at least select languages that developed them. Understanding DNN language is also a
pre-condition towards the long-term goal of building a language-based interface between DNNs and humans
(to be clear: ALiEN lays the foundational work towards this goal, which is however well beyond its scope).
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Furthermore, under the reasonable hypothesis that a general enough communication code will be more
transparent, the best ALiEN protocols should also be a priori more interpretable, providing a new
playground for interpretability research ([28]). From yet another perspective, analyzing emergent language
has already proven useful to the exploration of the inherent preferences of deep architectures. For example,
work from my team has shown how sequence-to-sequence DNNs have, all else being equal, a
counterintuitive preference for longer sequences ([29]). The large number of setups developed in ALiEN will
allow the most systematic exploration ever of deep networks’ behavior from the perspective of the signals
they develop. This type of analysis is relevant to “super linguistics” ([30]), the comparative study of the
linguistic properties of different communication systems. An expressive DNN language is of great interest
both with respect to the properties it shares with human language (as such properties will not depend on
specific biological features of humans), and with respect to the aspects in which it departs from the latter
(thus highlighting peculiarities of human language that cannot be a necessary consequence of the
communicative constraints shared with DNNs). As an example of the former case, recent work from my
team shows that the same lexicon complexity minimization constraint at work in human language is present
in emergent DNN codes, pointing at its universality ([31]). Conversely, our recent work also shows that
DNN languages might achieve referential generalization by other means than human-like compositionality,
suggesting that the latter is not a necessary effect of the pressure to generalize ([26]).
a.2 State of the art
Deep Learning. Artificial neural networks, in their new “deep learning” incarnation ([1]), have swept the
machine-learning board of the last decade, reaching super-human performance on tasks that were thought to
be beyond the scope of current computational systems, such as the game of Go ([32]). A number of standard
architectures have emerged as particularly fit for specific tasks, such as convolutional neural networks to
extract visual information from images ([3]) or recurrent and transformer networks to process text ([4, 33]).
It is customary, when pursuing a complex task, for example involving integrating vision and language, to use
these out-of-the-box architectures as building blocks of a composite system. Indeed, virtually all the models
used in the large variety of vision+language tasks surveyed in [34] follow this modular approach. In a bid to
reduce the amount of supervision required for the end task, it has also recently become common to reuse not
only architectures, but pre-trained instances of specific architectures. In computer vision, instances of
successful architectures such as VGG, ResNet and Inception ([35-37]) trained on ImageNet object
classification ([2]) are commonly used as components of systems performing tasks ranging from visual
question answering ([38]) to relative camera pose estimation ([39]). This approach is even more ubiquitous
in NLP, with pre-trained language models such as BERT ([40]) having been directly developed to be finetuned for different tasks. The issue of combining separate neural network modules also arises at a more
granular level (e.g., specialized components handling different linguistic sub-tasks; [41]), and it will be
increasingly encountered at the macro-level of coordination between complex architectures (e.g., neural
networks controlling separate self-driving cars or home appliances). The Deep Learning community has
recognized the scalability issue involved in ad-hoc fine-tuning of pre-trained models. Several recent papers
proposed specialized light layers to fast-tune such models, while leaving the core pre-trained parameters
unchanged ([42-44]). ALiEN is related to this research line, with i) a specific focus on information exchange
between models that are jointly solving a task (as opposed to fine-tuning a single architecture for a new task),
ii) the explicit goal of developing communication protocols that can generalize across different (pre-trained)
models and iii) special emphasis on decodable protocols.
Representation learning. The code evolved by ALiEN DNNs to exchange information is obviously a
representation of this information. Thus, ALiEN is closely related to representation learning ([45]), a field
focusing on the development of computational representations with various desirable properties. Some of
these properties, such as supporting generalization and interpretability (often pursued by means of
disentanglement: [46, 47]), are also central to my pursuit. What characterizes ALiEN within this more
general domain is the emphasis on interface and shareable representations. The idea of using evolved
representations as a target for supervised learning is also, to the best of my knowledge, unique. Before the
emphasis shifted to representation learning, the problem of information sharing was addressed through handcrafted protocols (e.g., [7]). It is however not clear how such pre-determined protocols could be adapted to
DNNs, nor that they would possess the large-scale flexibility I am pursuing.
Language evolution, communication games. A setup in which two or more agents must evolve a
communication protocol in order to accomplish a goal (often, a referential game such as the one in my WP1)
has been extensively explored by a number of research traditions, including linguistics, philosophy, cognitive
science, AI and game theory (e.g., [10, 15, 48-56], among many others). Some of the computational work in
this area has a purely theoretical bent, deliberately using simple agents and setups (e.g., agents consisting of
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probabilistic policies over 2- or 3-input states), in order to focus on mathematical properties such as the
equilibria of the communication system. Other work is more empirical, sometimes using, as in ALiEN,
computer vision (e.g., [53]) and neural networks (e.g., [49]). Despite many similarities, my focus is different,
as I am not interested in multi-agent communication in general, but in how existing DNNs, already
optimized for various functions, can communicate with each other through an emergent language. Still, I am
inspired by work in this area, and I expect to give back to it. For example, one of the most robust results in
human and computational simulations of language evolution, namely that cultural transmission plays an
important role in stabilizing a transparent language (e.g., [57-59]), encourages me to adopt large mixedcommunity training as a tool to evolve better languages. Conversely, ALiEN defines new problems that
should be of interest to theoreticians in the area. For example, the impact of mutants on the stability of a
signaling system has been extensively studied in evolutionary game theory ([15]). ALiEN is interested in the
related but distinct and novel problem of what makes the language of a community well-suited to be
assimilated by a “mutant” (a DNN from a different community) as smoothly as possible.
Multi-agent systems. ALiEN also fits into the wide area of multi-agent systems research, particularly
cooperative learning and the decentralized POMDP setup ([60-62]). Recently, the problem of optimizing the
behavior of a diverse set of cooperating agents has attracted interest in this field (e.g., [63]). I will stay on top
of this literature, as it relates to the ALiEN problem of developing a shared protocol for agents with different
functions and structures.
Emergent DNN language. The advent of deep learning has led to a new wave of computational simulations
of language emergence with the ultimate goal of teaching DNNs to autonomously interact with each other
and with us through communication (foundational work includes: [64-67]; Lazaridou and I have recently
surveyed the area in [68]). ALiEN belongs to this research line, bringing about a novel high-level vision and
scope. In particular, I identified large-scale, perceptually realistic reference and ease-of-learning by new
agents as the two pillars for a practical DNN proto-language. There is some work on emergent
communication with realistic pictures as input (including the early study from my team in [66]). However,
the topic has not been recently pursued, with current work in the area privileging artificial symbolic input. In
particular, I am aware of no work testing the generalization abilities of emergent DNN languages with
realistic referents. Our results in [69] suggest that small-scale experiments with real pictures will result in adhoc codes without any generality, stressing the need to scale up. On the other hand, we recently showed
(albeit with symbolic data) that rich input variety might suffice to precipitate generalizing languages ([26]).
Concerning protocol sharing, previous work has asked whether cultural transmission leads to “better”
languages, e.g., languages that are more compositional or easier to learn (the answer is positive: e.g., [2325]). In ALiEN, the question is rather which conditions will a priori make languages easier to transmit
across communities. There is proof-of-concept work showing that DNNs can spread protocols across
separately trained communities ([22]). Some of my recent work indicates that languages that chance upon a
compositional encoding are easier to learn and use even for DNNs with different architectures ([26]). The
question of fast protocol sharing is however largely unexplored. To the best of my knowledge, the idea of
teaching “good” emergent languages to new agents in a supervised way, although related to classic insights
from the iterated learning literature ([57-59]), is completely novel. To make my pursuit feasible, I adopt the
“proto-language” view I defended in the Objectives section above. ALiEN will ignore important aspects of
full-fledged linguistic communication addressed in the recent literature, such as deciding when ([70]) to
communicate what to whom [71], adding communication to dynamic grounded scenarios ([72]), non-aligned
interests [73] and direct mutual intelligibility with humans ([74]). I expect that these topics will be easier to
address after ALiEN delivers its foundational results.
Interpretability and BlackBox NLP. I discussed above reasons why understanding the emergent codes is
crucial for my enterprise. Conversely, building a general-purpose interface protocol between DNN modules
(as opposed to ad hoc connections between specific architectures) will facilitate the study of their behavior,
and thus constitutes a contribution to interpretability research and explainable AI in general ([28, 75]). To
decode ALiEN languages, I will build upon several approaches to emergent language analysis that have
recently been proposed. These include principled ways to measure properties such as compositionality (e.g.,
[26, 76], the former from my team), learning a translation model from “neuralese” to natural language ([77])
and interventional studies measuring the causal effect of message manipulation ([27, 78], the latter from my
team). A large research community focusing on understanding how DNNs process natural language has
recently coalesced around the BlackBox NLP workshops ([79, 80]; I contributed extensively to the area, e.g.:
[81-86]). This research line investigates how internal DNN components process a known linguistic protocol
(e.g., the English language). In ALiEN, the challenge is to analyze the emergent protocol itself. Still, many
of the same methods can be applied (e.g., in [78] we applied diagnostic classifiers, a popular tool in
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BlackBox NLP, to decode the referents of an emergent language). More generally, emergent communication
provides an alternative way to investigate the linguistic skills of DNNs, with a clearer focus on the
communicative function of language, complementing the more standard approach of feeding DNNs large
amounts of human-produced text and analyzing the statistical generalizations they extract from it.
Super linguistics. Comparative communication research has a rich tradition, and it is increasingly adopting
sophisticated tools from linguistics to understand non-human communication (e.g., [15-17, 30, 87-89]). As
already suggested by McCloskey in 1991 ([90]), we can look at artificial neural networks as a different
“species”, whose behavior can provide original insights into the space of possible solutions to various
cognitive challenges. DNNs are increasingly studied from this perspective (e.g., [91-94]). Letting them
evolve signals to solve a shared task is a tremendous opportunity to get new evidence on which aspects of
communication are universal, and which vary from species to species. I am exploring this approach in my
current work (e.g., [95, 96]), and ALiEN will provide a wealth of new data for investigations in the area.
a.3 Progress beyond the state of the art
ALiEN proposes a paradigm shift in managing complex deep learning architectures by evolving generalpurpose interface protocols that are robust to variations in input information and in the specifics of the
neural network components being connected.
To achieve this novel goal, ALiEN relies on the know-how we recently accumulated in the study of
emergent DNN language (and, more broadly, language evolution simulations and multi-agent
communication). However, it pushes for radical advancement in the area, tackling the issues of large-scale
reference in a perceptually rich world and easy transmission across DNNs. With respect to both goals,
the focus is on fast generalization to unseen scenarios, supporting the robustness required by real-world
applications. This focus is ambitious but deliberately narrow (following the idea of a functional “protolanguage”), in order to maximize feasibility.
ALiEN language emergence is a form of representation learning. The project significantly innovates in this
area by introducing the idea of “culturally” transmitted representations (transmitted both via community
mixing and direct supervision on emerged languages). The idea of a general-purpose code that might be
intrinsically more interpretable, and for which we could learn a translation model onto natural language,
will also constitute an advance towards explainable AI.
The large-scale language analysis effort will further provide general tools not only for emergent language
research and representation learning, but also for linguistic and cognitive studies of communication and,
again, in the domain of AI interpretability.
a.4 Impact
ALiEN will impact all the research communities mentioned above. It should trigger a shift in the
development of complex deep learning architectures from ad-hoc interfaces to flexible connectivity and,
ultimately, genuinely autonomous AI agents able to interact with each other and with us. At the same time,
the new emphasis on persistent, shared representations provides new perspectives and defines new problems
in representation learning and interpretability studies. ALiEN gives cognitive science, language
evolution research and linguistics a new body of evidence on the limits of communication, and new tools
to analyze it. These tools might also prove useful to characterize other types of communication systems, such
as animal signaling, or even natural languages themselves.
From an applied perspective, I foresee coordination between DNN-controlled devices to become one of the
major challenges in the industrial deployment of AI in the coming years. Beyond the multiagent
information retrieval and home automation scenarios simulated in ALiEN, the coordination problem is
pervasive. Indeed, a communication-based approach to coordination has recently been proposed for selfdriving cars (e.g., [97]) and robot arms ([98]). As other classic domains in computer science and
information technologies scale up to large communities of actors including machine-learning components
(e.g., in communication networks or finance: [99, 100]), the problem of a scalable and flexible
coordination protocol will become more and more pressing. ALiEN puts Europe at the forefront of this
important next frontier in AI. Fittingly, it does so by building on a long European tradition of studies in
language evolution, communication games and cross-species linguistics.
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Section b. Methodology
b.1 Work plan
High-level rationale for work package organization
Computational simulations are organized into 3 Work Packages. WP1 lays the foundations of the project by
exploring under which conditions DNN emergent language can generalize to new referents and agents in
tightly controlled experiments. In practical applications, however, successful referential communication on
its own will not suffice, and the emergent language must prove its usefulness by adapting to existing state-ofthe-art DNN architectures and application-specific demands. WP2 explores how emergent communication
supported by a light interface layer can help interfacing out-of-the-box pre-trained DNN models. WP3 looks
at language emergence in a home automation scenario, considering some challenges that will often arise in
practical contexts, such as the need to denote multiple referents in the same message, bidirectional
information exchange and integrating short-term and long-term world knowledge. WP4 runs in parallel to
and complements the experimental work packages, decoding and analyzing their emergent languages. WP5
prepares the software developed in the project for public release. WP6 oversees project management,
including acquiring infrastructure, hiring personnel, steering the project, and organizing dissemination.
NB: In what follows, I skip important technical issues, such as architectural details or hyperparameter
search, in order to focus on the core outline of each experiment. I led the development of the EGG toolkit for
emergent DNN language simulations ([101]). EGG provides a solid technical core that can be extended to
implement the experiments schematically described below.
Work Package 1: Growing General Deep Network Languages (all project personnel)
WP1 studies the emergence of languages that generalize across inputs and agents in one of the simplest
setups where agents need to share information about referents in other to accomplish a task. Namely, I use a
classic referential game ([15]), extended to realistic input images and DNN agents. A round of the game is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) of B1. A DNN is randomly picked to play Sender, another Receiver (the same DNN
might play Sender and Receiver in different rounds). The Sender gets a natural image (the target) as input,
and it produces a message. Receiver gets the message and sees two or more images in random order (target
and distractor(s)). Receiver points at an image, and error is backpropagated based on whether the chosen
image is the target or not. There is no direct supervision on the message itself. Basic agent architecture: see
Fig. 1 here. Communication: We explore 4 types of messages, increasingly close to those of natural
language: 1) a dense continuous vector; 2) a sparse continuous vector (obtained, for example, by softmax
filtering with low temperature); 3) a single discrete symbol; 4) a variable-length sequence of discrete
symbols (the latter case is illustrated in Fig. 1 here and in all the figures of B2). Optimization: Receiver
target guessing is straightforwardly implemented with the cross-entropy cost function. When the
communication channel is continuous (cases 1/2 above), the whole architecture is optimized via
backpropagation with standard gradient descent techniques. Gradient backpropagation is not possible
through discretely sampled symbols (cases 3/4). Following common practice in DNN language emergence
research, the Receiver will then be trained via standard backpropagation, whereas the Sender will get its
error signal either through the REINFORCE method ([102]) or via the Gumbel-Softmax relaxation technique
([103, 104]). Testing regimes: In direct testing, DNN weights are fixed after training, and system accuracy is
evaluated on new inputs. In language tuning, the linguistic layers of the DNN (corresponding to the RNNs in
the architecture depicted in Fig. 1) continue being updated in the test phase, and the main success metric is
time until training-set-level accuracy is reached. Data: standard image databases such as ImageNet [105] and
Visual Genome [106]. Note that we will not use the annotation provided with these databases to train the
DNN agents (although we might use it for analysis). The methods developed here can thus be easily adapted
to any relevant image input, including unannotated data.
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of WP1 agent architecture. When an agent is used as Sender, a CNN
processes the target image (here and below, the last layer of the CNN is not necessarily a classification
softmax). The resulting representation is elaborated by a multi-layer perceptron whose output vector
conditions a RNN generating a symbol sequence (the RNN is replaced by the appropriate components
for different types of messages). In Receiver role, input images (two in the figure) are processed by a
CNN-MLP pipeline, outputting a vector per image. The message is processed by a RNN whose final
state feeds a MLP generating a vector to be compared to the image representations through a
comparison operation (that could be as simple as a dot product, or consist of another MLP). One score
per image is produced. The latter are concatenated and softmax-converted into a probability
distribution over target position in the image array. During training, the cross-entropy cost function
compares the resulting output vector to the ground truth target location. Components sharing at least
some weights are color-coded. Some components are (partially) shared across roles (but not across
DNN agents). Various details ignored (e.g., binary input signaling agent role in episode).
Experiment Set 1: input generalization. 1) Test performance is measured on new instances of training
classes, as in standard image classification (this was the setup of our work in [66], and it should be easy to
replicate). 2) Instances of new classes are presented at test time (e.g., at test time the target is a selfie stick,
an object that was not seen during training; cf. Fig. 1(b) in B1). This 0-shot generalization setup is extremely
challenging ([20]), although it is fundamental for practical applications where there is no pre-determined set
of categories the agents might encounter. Unlike in standard supervised image classification, our DNNs must
learn to discriminate images without relying on a closed set of labels. I conjecture that, if the training input is
sufficiently varied, it will be better for agents to use messages denoting discriminative attributes such as
colors, shapes or texture, in addition to high-level classes (“the target is the furry thing with pointy ears”).
Such class-agnostic attributes should then generalize to instances of new classes. If necessary, various
training strategies can be used to encourage this behavior. For example, training DNNs to discriminate
between targets and distractors sampled from the same category (e.g., two cats) should lead the agents to
develop a more granular language, better suited for generalization. If we want to avoid relying on image
labels to pick training examples (as we’d have to do to choose same-class distractors), we can also select
distractors based on automatically computed high visual similarity to the target.
Experiment Set 2: agent generalization. An agent community includes multiple DNNs that are trained
together (that is, in each training round two DNNs from the community are randomly sampled to play the
game together). 1) Intra-community. Some pairs of agents are never sampled together during training. If the
community developed a shared language, they should be able to communicate 0-shot at test time. 2) Across
communities. At test time, an “immigrant” agent trained in community X plays the game with randomly
sampled agents from community Y (Fig. 1(c) in B1). Language tuning is applied to the X agent. How long
before it adapts to its new community? Is this faster than (i) fine-tuning X’s whole architecture or (ii)
training a new agent from scratch? Does the immigrant forget its original language? What happens if the Y
agents are also language-tuned? 3) Different architectures. Same paradigms as in 1) and 2), but now the
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agents differ (within and/or across communities) in their architectural details: e.g., different CNN and RNN
models, different number of hidden layers. (How) does this affect the results?
Experiment Set 3: putting it all together. Exploring simultaneous generalization across inputs and agents at
training and/or test time. For example: Immigrant agent X (cf. ES2) is exposed to a new community and to
new categories not familiar to its source community: how does this affect adaptation?
Experiment Set 4: ALiEN supervision: A large DNN community X is trained to convergence on the
referential game. Supervised data are generated by recording the messages generated by a majority of agents
in response to various inputs. New communities Y and Z are (separately) trained by mixing rounds of
referential game playing and supervised teaching to produce/process community X messages. 1) Do the Y
and Z languages drift away from X? 2) Does convergence occur faster in this setup than without supervision?
3) Can Y and Z agents communicate with each other zero-shot? How about with X agents? 4) How does
supervised training affect different DNN architectures, and generalization to new inputs?
Milestones:
Referential game with standard test set

M12

0-shot input generalization

M36

Intra-community new agent pair communication

M36

Communication across communities

M48

Sharing languages with mixed supervised/game-based training

M52

Work Package 2: ALiEN Communication for Pre-trained DNNs (PI, PD1, PhD1)
ALiEN communication should be agnostic to the specifics of the models relying on it. I pursue the vision of
a communication protocol supported by light layers that can be easily added to any out-of-the-box DNN,
without the need to re-train the whole model. Demonstrating the feasibility of this approach is an important
step towards a future in which arbitrary DNN-driven devices can quickly coordinate through language (NB:
this also implies important innovations in hardware and software design well beyond the scope of ALiEN).
WP2 moves in this direction by studying communication between pre-trained state-of-the-art DNNs
processing natural language and visual data. As discussed above, in both domains pre-trained DNNs are
increasingly used as readymade modules to be joined together in ad-hoc architectures to perform complex
tasks. Although we will finalize the list of state-of-the-art models to be used at the start of WP2, examples
might include ImageNet-pre-trained instances of the ResNet, Inception and VGG visual processing networks
([35-37]; note that, when used as general-purpose visual processors, the topmost softmax classification layer
is often chopped off). On the text processing side, we can use BERT and other pre-trained language models
([40, 107]). Multiple versions of the same models trained in different ways will be added to the set,
considering both large differences (e.g., language models pre-trained on languages other than English) and
minor ones (e.g., the same model pre-trained on smaller and larger datasets).
As the focus is on the emergence of a shared code, I use a simple task similar to the referential game of WP1,
which might still be of direct interest in (multimodal) information retrieval applications such as caption or
image retrieval. I’ll refer to the input referents used here as documents. A document is a multi-modal object
composed of a picture and a text caption (possibly, multiple captions in different languages). Vision models
receive only the picture as input. Textual models are presented with captions only (in the appropriate
language). In each round of the game, the Querier DNN is given a target document in its modality, and it
produces a message. The Retriever DNN gets the message, and it is exposed to a randomized list of
documents, including the target and one or more distractors (all in the appropriate modality). The Retriever
must point at the position of the target in the list. The task is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 of B1 for the
case where there is one distractor only. Basic agent architecture: A pre-trained DNN is augmented with extra
layers to produce and process messages (EmeLang Decoder and Encoder, respectively, in Fig. 2 of B1). The
nature of these modules depends on message type. If the latter consists of a sequence of symbols, the
modules will be MLPs followed/preceded by RNNs (for Encoder/Decoder, respectively). This is analogous
to what I envisage for WP1, as in Fig. 1. When a DNN plays Retriever, it needs a mechanism to select the
target (Select Module in Fig. 2 of B1). This will be analogous to the Comparison module in WP1 (Fig. 1
here). I am particularly interested in using a parameter-free comparison operation, such as the dot product, so
that the only layers to optimize in the simulations are those in the language modules. Communication: As in
WP1. Optimization: Essentially as in WP1, but only the parameters of the EmeLang modules are updated
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(the pre-trained models are treated as unalterable black boxes). Data: standard image+caption databases such
as Microsoft COCO [108], possibly multilingual [109].
Relation between emergent ALiEN language and natural language: There are two types of “language” in
WP2. On the one hand, text-based DNNs will process captions in natural language. On the other, all DNNs
will communicate with each other through their emergent code. This is illustrated in a cartoon-like way in
Fig. 2 of B1, where text-based DNN NatLang2 reads the English caption “Pizza has been baked” and
produces the emergent-language message “ww”. I hypothesize that it is better to let DNNs develop their
communicative code rather than forcing them to coordinate through natural language. Independently of this,
it is not clear where the right data to train DNNs to use natural language in this interactive scenario would
come from (vs. the virtually infinite amount of data we can generate to let DNNs induce their own language).
An interesting question for WP4 (protocol analysis) is to what extent an emergent language is affected by the
fact that some of the agents evolving it are NLP models (for example: what happens if both Querier and
Retriever are text processors pre-trained on English: will the emergent language look more like English?).
Experiment Set 1: one community. At each training round, two DNNs are randomly picked as Querier and
Retriever, respectively (two rounds with different models are shown in Fig. 2 of B1). Only the EmeLang
layers of the models are updated. At test time, again two DNNs are randomly paired, and accuracy on a heldout document set is computed. Does this work? How does community-based EmeLang training compare to
other interfacing strategies, such as adapter methods specifically trained for each DNN pair ([42-44]) or fullarchitecture tuning? Are some DNNs easier to pair than others? Does the same EmeLang component design
work for all models?
Experiment Set 2: agent generalization. 1) Intra-community. Random DNN pairs are held-out during
training, and only coupled at test time (they are however trained with other DNNs). Can they communicate
zero-shot? Does this depend on the underlying models? 2) Across communities. Like in WP1, an immigrant
agent is brought into a host community. How long before the immigrant adapts to its new community
through language tuning? Does this depend on the immigrant model? What’s the effect of having models of
all kinds in both source and target communities vs. systematically different architectures? Is the ALiEN
approach faster than training specialized connections for each possible pair from scratch?
Experiment Set 3: ALiEN supervision. 1) WP2-to-WP2. A community is language-tuned as in ES2. The
resulting code is used as a source of supervision for other models, whose training mixes imitation learning of
the existing ALiEN language and performing the multi-modal document retrieval task. Is this better than
training on the latter objective alone? Does it help fast agent generalization? If supervision works, does it
help different DNNs equally, or is it model-dependent? 2) WP1-to-WP2. Same experiments, but now we use
languages that emerged in the WP1 referential games for supervision. This is especially important, because,
if it works, it suggests that we could develop a “universal” language in the lab, and then use it to pre-train the
interface layers of DNNs destined to various applications.
Milestones:
Basic multimodal retrieval setup

M30

Intra-community new agent pair communication

M48

Communication across communities

M50

Sharing WP2 languages with mixed supervised/task-based training

M54

Sharing WP1 languages with mixed supervised/task-based training

M58

Work Package 3: The Grocery Challenge (PI, PD1, PhD2)
Any real-life application will impose specific constraints on top of the basic need for accurate referential
communication. WP3 explores a use case loosely inspired by home automation ([110]), which demonstrates
how ALiEN protocols can help agents to accomplish a practical goal, namely, keeping a simulated
refrigerator well-stocked. This scenario does not feature, of course, all possible demands that will come up in
applications, but it does add some complexities that will often arise in practice: i) reward is given for
achieving a task distinct from successful communication, and different communicative strategies might be
used to solve it; ii) communication pertains to multiple object classes and instances, with agents seeing
inputs in different modalities (pictures vs. symbolic representations); iii) two-way information exchange
(possibly leading to multiple conversation turns) is necessary for high performance; iv) short-term
information about the current situation must be integrated with long-term general knowledge.
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Experiments revolve around a task I call the Grocery Challenge. In each episode, a Fridge agent gets as
input the current state of its stock, represented as a randomly ordered list of natural images (Fig. 3 in B1). A
Shopper agent gets as input a full list of (symbolically represented) product categories with their current
price. See ES1 and ES2 below for different episode dynamics. At the end of the episode, the Shopper must
specify, for each product category, the number of items to be bought. If the overall price of this shopping list
exceeds a fixed budget, the episode ends with negative reward. Otherwise, the purchased items are added to
the Fridge, and positive reward is shared by both agents in function of the final state of the Fridge.
Importantly, goods have different values (e.g., milk is more important than peanut butter). At the same time,
the value of a product decays logarithmically with item count (if we have 4 milk bottles but no peanut butter,
it is better to buy a jar of the latter instead of more milk). Fridge and Shopper have access to partial
information (current stock levels and prices, respectively), so they must collate knowledge through
communication. Communication: Same as in WP1. I will also test the potential benefits of pre-training the
communication layers using WPs1-3 languages for supervision (not further discussed below). I/O
representations and architecture (main features): Fridge uses a RNN-controlled CNN to read the input image
sequence representing its state. Shopper gets product prices as a fixed-dimensionality real number list. The
shopping list it produces is also a fixed-dimensionality vector of real values, rounded to nearest integers to
denote product quantities. Both agents use RNNs/MLPs as appropriate to produce/parse messages.
Optimization: Reward is backpropagated with policy gradient methods [111, ch. 13]. Data: as in WP1.
Experiment Set 1: simplified setup. Fridge sends a single message to Shopper. Shopper must pick a single
item to buy. Agents must learn the relation between product instances and classes, estimate product values
over multiple episodes, and integrate this long-term information with episode-specific quantities and prices.
Different strategies might arise, e.g., Fridge directly tells Shopper what to buy vs. Fridge provides Shopper
with current inventory information. Given knowledge inferred over multiple episodes about product values,
degenerate strategies in which communication is ignored might also arise, e.g., Shopper always picks the
highest-value item, independently of current Fridge stock ([78]).
Experiment Set 2: full-fledged setup (Fig 3 in B1). The agents can exchange multiple messages (starting
with Fridge), until one of the two emits an end-of-conversation symbol, at which point Shopper outputs the
shopping list. This setup is ambitious, but it is an extension (in a different context) of the one Bouchacourt
and I developed in [78], and I am thus confident I can make it work. Again, different communication
strategies might arise, e.g., Fridge provides a full description of its current state to Shopper, and the latter
prepares the shopping list on its own vs. Shopper provides the full price listing to Fridge, and Fridge
responds with a linguistically-encoded shopping list. Intermediate strategies are also possible (e.g., Fridge
only asks Shopper for prices of low-stock items), as well as degenerate ones, like in ES1.
Experiment Set 3: agent generalization. This simulates scenarios in which a household buys a new
appliance, it replaces an old one, or there is more than one appliance of a kind (e.g., multiple Shoppers linked
to different stores). 1) Generalizing across communities. Separate communities of agents are trained (in each
round, random Fridges and Shoppers from the same community are paired). The main success measure is
whether two appliances from different communities converge faster to high reward through language tuning
than agents trained from scratch through an ad-hoc interface layer. 2) Different architectures. A single
community might include, for example, Fridges with different kinds of CNN designs, as well as agents with
different numbers of hidden layers. Agents are identified to each other by unique IDs. The focus is on
language analysis after convergence: does a single language emerge across architectures? Do communication
strategies change depending on architectural differences? For example, could a Fridge learn to give a full
shopping list to a “dumb” small-capacity Shopper, but simply provide information on low-stock items to a
“smart” larger-capacity one? 3) Different communities and architectures. Putting together the previous
setups, we finally test cross-community communication when all communities include agents with different
architectures (either spread across communities, or, in the most challenging setup, with different
architectures split into different communities).
Milestones:
Simplified Grocery Challenge

M30

Full-fledged Grocery Challenge

M42

Agent generalization in Grocery Challenge

M54
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Work Package 4: ALiEN Analysis (PI, PD2, PhD3)
WP4 runs in parallel to WPs1-3, analyzing the corresponding protocols, while building general tools for
emergent language research. Activity 1 develops the necessary analytical tools. Activities 2-4 build upon
them to focus on specific properties of the emergent languages.
Activity 1: building general analysis tools. I will collate, systematize and extend methods from the fields of
emergent language/language evolution, representation learning, BlackBox NLP and linguistics, in order to
develop a battery of tests to thoroughly profile emergent languages. Relevant methods include: diagnostic
classifiers that probe whether a property of interest is present in the emergent code ([83]); methods to
quantify systematic relations between input (or output) representations and messages ([112]), to be extended
to also measure inter-language similarity; measures of disentanglement, compositionality and hierarchical
structure in the way messages encode input or output information ([26, 76]); causal intervention methods that
manipulate inputs and messages, both to assess the effective degree of communication between agents and to
measure mutual intelligibility between agents and languages ([27, 78]); techniques to translate emergent
language into natural language ([77]); methods to segment symbol sequences into “morphemes” or words
([113, 114)]; methods to measure the complexity and efficiency of languages, based on ideas from both
linguistics ([29, 115]) and information theory ([31, 116]). Recall that ALiEN explores four types of
messages: dense and sparse vectors, single discrete symbols and discrete symbol sequences. Not all
analytical techniques apply to all settings, and direct comparison is problematic. Considerable attention will
be paid to how to best characterize the different message types, and when it is appropriate to compare them.
Activity 2: analyzing generalization. Are there characteristics (e.g., degree of compositionality, low
complexity, low symbol interdependence) that correlate with the ability of languages to generalize across
agent architectures, roles, inputs, tasks and communities? Can such characteristics be used as predictors of
the ability to generalize? Can their emergence be encouraged during training? If so, does this lead to better
languages? Can we predict which protocols are easier to transfer across communities, and best for supervised
training?
Activity 3: interpretability. Interpretability scores include measures of disentanglement, of consistent inputmessage association, of segmentation ease of discrete messages into meaningful parts and of decomposition
ease of continuous signals into meaningful independent factors. Which training regimes, architectures and
environments lead to more interpretable languages? Are there ways to encourage more interpretable
languages to emerge? Is there a correlation between interpretability and other desirable properties of an
emergent language (accuracy, generalization)? Are discrete languages inherently more interpretable than
continuous ones? Can a mapping between emergent languages and English be induced?
Activity 4: ALiEN vs. humans. A3 focuses on ease of emergent language decoding, A4 focuses on
similarities and differences with human language. These are related but different questions. For example, a
dense-vector representation might be highly interpretable thanks to an easy factorization into meaningful
components, while not being natural-language-like in the least. Questions: 1) Do ALiEN languages exhibit
duality of patterning ([117, 118]), the human language property whereby meaningful units (words or
morphemes) can be further decomposed into meaningless ones (phonemes)? 2) Do emergent languages
develop words referring to generic categories that abstract away from instance-specific details? Can we
distinguish different classes of words (e.g., proper-noun-like, generic-noun-like, and adjective-like)? If so,
are such classes marked by rudimentary forms of morphology or syntax? 3) How does generalization to new
inputs work? Do we observe the roots of compositionality in how emergent languages refer to new items? 4)
Are emergent languages efficient in some of the many ways in which human languages are argued to be
([119])? Specifically, at the form level, do agents evolve codes minimizing average message length ([120])?
At the meaning level, do they partition their perceptual worlds in complexity-reducing ways (e.g., requiring
as few word types as strictly needed to accurately communicate? [121]). Are agents pragmatically efficient
([122]), only transmitting information that is not redundant given the context? 5) Are natural-language-like
properties more likely to emerge when emergent communication involves DNNs pre-trained on English (or
other natural languages; cf. WP2)?
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Milestones:
Analytical infrastructure ready

M36

Intervention study: encouraging the emergence of generalization

M48

Intervention study: favoring interpretability

M48

Characterization of ALiEN language generalization means

M60

Assessment of interpretability of different ALiEN languages

M60

ALiEN vs. human languages: a final report

M60

Work Package 5: ALiEN Software (all project personnel)
ALiEN intends to stir further interest in emergent DNN language by providing well-documented software to
run and analyze simulations. The Grocery Challenge will be released as a standalone environment to aid
systematic comparison of different approaches. Here, I can build on my long experience of providing
software and data to the community (cf. http://marcobaroni.org/tools_and_resources.html), and in particular
in leading the development of the EGG toolkit for DNN language emergence simulations
(https://github.com/facebookresearch/egg). Software development is mostly conducted in WPs1-4. WP5
focuses on preparing resources for release, following good software engineering practices.
Activity 1: ALiEN toolkit development. Two main releases are envisioned. The first will primarily support
computational simulations, paying special attention to efficiency considerations, e.g., parallel GPU training
of agent populations. The second will also include the analytical tools produced in WP4.
Activity 2: Grocery Challenge environment development. The WP3 environment will be packaged with a
set of pre-defined tasks, standard training/development/test splits and automated evaluation measures (this
infrastructure will be fully compatible with the ALiEN toolkit). Particular care will be taken in defining
evaluation metrics that do not only measure task success, but also other desirable properties of the emergent
code, such as ease of learning for new agents. The Grocery Challenge will be proposed as a shared task at the
second Emergent Communication workshop we will sponsor (see A3 of WP6).
Milestones:
ALiEN toolkit v1: computational simulation environment

M36

ALiEN toolkit v2: including analytical tools

M54

Grocery Challenge environment

M54

Work Package 6: Project Overseeing (all project personnel)
Activity 1: Infrastructure. At the beginning of the project, assisted by the UPF IT department, I will acquire
and test the GPU nodes to be added to the UPF cluster (see Section c. Resources). Infrastructure overseeing
will continue all through the project, to deal with changing technologies and unforeseen roadblocks.
Activity 2: Project management. I will adopt the informal, hands-on, lead-by-example approach that helped
me running the Composes ERC project and to supervise a large researcher group as FAIR manager. We will
hold weekly project meetings. I will also hold 1:1 meetings with all team members (weekly with PhD
students, bi-weekly with post-docs). We will organize reading groups and brainstorming sessions on
demand. At the end of each year except the last, we will hold an informal internal 2-day workshop to assess
project progress and identify critical issues.
Activity 3: Dissemination. A website will serve as the central hub linking publications and software from the
project. The main instrument of dissemination will be publications in the proceedings of general ML/AI
conferences (ICML, ICLR, NeurIPS, AAAI…), as well as NLP and possibly computer vision events (ACL,
NAACL, EMNLP, CVPR, ECCV…). The findings from linguistic analysis of emergent protocols will also
be reported in journal articles aimed at the cognitive science community (e.g., in Cognition or Psychological
Review). Towards the end of the project, we will submit a paper with main findings and broader implications
to a maximum-impact general science journal. The highly relevant Emergent Communication workshop
series associated with the NeurIPS conference is now approaching its 4th edition. ALiEN will host special
sessions dedicated to the project, featuring presentations by relevant invited speakers, in two editions of this
workshop (one at year 2, the other at year 5). Associating these sessions with the workshop will guarantee a
larger audience, and it will reduce overhead, compared to organizing independent events.
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Milestones:
Website in place

M2

Computational infrastructure in place

M6

Post-docs start

M6

PhD students start

M12

Annual progress assessment reviews

M12, M24,
M36, M48

ALiEN events at Emergent Communication workshop

M18, M54

Timeline
NB: some WP or sub-task names are shortened to fit table column width.
M6

M12

M18

M24

M30

M36

M42

M48

M54

M60

WP1: Growing DNN Languages
ES1: input generalization
ES2: agent generalization
ES3: putting it all together
ES4: ALiEN supervision
WP2: ALiEN for Pre-Trained DNNs
ES1: one community
ES2: agent generalization
ES3: ALiEN supervision
WP3: The Grocery Challenge
ES1: simplified setup
ES2: full-fledged setup
ES3: agent generalization
WP4: ALiEN Analysis
A1: analysis tools
A2: generalization analysis
A3: interpretability analysis
A4: ALiEN vs. humans
WP5: ALiEN Software
A1: ALiEN toolkit
A2: Grocery Challenge environment
WP6: Project Overseeing
A1: Infrastructure
A2: Project management
A3: Dissemination

b.2 Research environment
Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), established in 1990, is a public university with strong commitment to
research and teaching excellence. It is the first Spanish university in the world Top 200 (THE20) and 15th
worldwide among universities under 50 (THE19). It is ranked 2nd in Europe (U-Multirank 2019) and 1st in
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Spain for teaching and research (U-Ranking, BBVA Foundation & Ivie, 2019). UPF will give me access to
existing cluster infrastructure. It will also provide office space and technical and administrative support. I
belong to the Computational Linguistics and Linguistic Theory group (COLT;
https://www.upf.edu/web/colt). Established in 2017, the group combines quantitative and computational
methods to study linguistic problems. It is currently composed of two permanent faculty members, two postdoctoral researchers, and five doctoral students. UPF provides a rich research ecosystem, including NLP
groups in the Technology department and groups studying computational evolution and language evolution
in the Biology department. Barcelona is a lively research hub, with top-level company and academic
research labs in AI, computer vision and NLP, many located just a short walk from the UPF campus.
b.3 Risk table
Risk

Mitigation actions

WP1, WP2, WP3: Dependencies?

Although the experiments in the three simulation WPs are
related and some techniques should ideally be prototyped in
WP1 and then applied to WP2 and WP3, there is no crucial
dependency such that delays in a WP would prevent concurrent
progress in the other WPs.

WP1: Problems generalizing to new
referents

i) Work with (still useful) protocols limited to a large but fixed
number of object classes. ii) Special training methods to
encourage 0-shot generalization: in particular, add many
training examples where target and distractors are same-class
or extremely similar, to spur emergence of a granular attributelevel language. iii) Study problem at the class level: are there
specific classes where fast generalization works better? Does
this depend on similarity to training classes? Can we capitalize
on this observation, if confirmed?

WP1, WP2, WP3: Problems
generalizing to new agents

i) Explore simplified setups, e.g., limit DNN architecture
variety. ii) Focus on supervised imitation learning. iii) Study if
community-evolved languages have other advantages, even if
they are not as fast to transmit as hypothesized.

WP1, WP2: Supervision is not
beneficial.

For the time being, we won’t get a single “universal” language,
but methods to evolve useful languages will still be delivered.
Extensive study of why supervision does not help: Is it because
language drift undoes its benefits? Does supervision hamper
generalization?

WP2: Language layer tuning does not
suffice to let communication emerge.

Consider both the full-architecture re-training approach
(emergent language should still have beneficial properties) and
problem simplification (e.g., limit to visual models only, etc.).

WP3: Cannot scale to full Grocery
Challenge setup.

Identify problematic aspects and simplify (e.g., simplify reward
function).

Section c. Resources: see separate form.
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